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PERIODIC COMET HOLMES
Whipple's paper "Comet P/Holmes, 1892III - A Case of
Duplicity?" (see Appendix I) has been edited for publica-
tion as CFA Preprint No. 1995 and has been sent to Icarus
for formal publication. As reported previously the paper
presents strong circumstantial evidence that the two huge
outbursts in 1892-93 were the consequence of a grazing
encounter with a satellite comet, followed 73 days later
by a final, nearly central, impact of the satellite on
the major nucleus. This research requires further study
to estimate the gravitational stability of the required
orbit against separation by solar perturbations. The re-
stricted three-body theory of celestial mechanics cannot
yet deal adequately with marginal cases of instability as
represented by the suggested binary orbit of P/Holmes.
Numerical integration of various orbital configuration is
needed to indicate the length of time that a 73-day-period
satellite could remain in orbit about the major nucleus in
a situation that is eventually unstable. Planning for such
numerical simulations is underway, as a final check on the
question of duplicity for P/Holmes.
ICES IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
By invitation Whipple attended an international Advanced
Research Workshop on "Ices in the Solar System" at Nice,
France, on January 16-20, 1984, sponsored by N.A.T.O. and
arranged by Drs. Jurgen Klinger and Daniel Benest. Whipple
presented an invited paper entitled "Present Status of the
Icy Conglomerate Model". This paper is now in press as CFA
Preprint No. 1966 (see Appendix II) and as a contribution in
the book to be printed summarizing the conference presenta-
tions.
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; The conference brought together for the first time di-
verse groups of scientists whose researches involve ices
as applied to bodies in the Solar System, excepting largely
terrestrial ice meteorology and glaciology except as it is
representation of phenomena observed in planets, satellites,
comets and rings in the Solar System. Cometary observations
and problems were of major interest to the conferees involv-
ing a third of the papers presented. These papers and the
discussion strengthened the suspected relation between ices
in cometary nuclei and their origin as interstellar conden-
sation or equivalents. A major and highly important conclu-
sion at the conference was that much of the ice in comets,
or perhaps all of it, has never been heated appreciably from
the very low temperatures characteristic of interstellar
space. In other words, comets did not condense and aggregate
from gases that were heated by the collapse of the primitive
solar nebula and then later cooled. Amorphous ices and high-
ly complex hydrocarbon ices appear to constitute a significant
fraction of primitive cometary ices, perhaps directly aggre-
gated from instellar dust. Water ice, of course, constitutes
the major fraction of cometary ice, but its primitive state
may be appreciably amorphous, with considerable cometary acti-
vity resulting from the energy release and physical changes
induced by the change from amorphous to ordinary ice, caused
by solar heating to rather low temperatures
Whipple found the "Ices" workshop to be perhaps the most
productive conference scientifically that he recalls.
COMET P/KOPFF
As a member of the Comet Rendezvous Science Working group
sponsored by NASA, Whipple presented a discussion of cometary
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nuclei at the meeting held at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
on January 11-13, 1984.
Because the Group concluded that Comet P/Kopff is the
most desirable target for rendezvous in the middle 1990's,
Whipple made a special effort to determine its rotation
period and spin axis by the halo method. He could not de-
termine a specific spin period but the copious data indi-
cate a slow rate of spin measured in days. The asymmetri-
cal coma suggested roughly the polar axis of spin, direct
spin in 1932 but retrograde spin in 1945 and 1983, consist-
ent with O.K. Yeoman's determinations of an increasing
period of nongravitational motion from 1906 to 1946 and a
decreasing period from 1945 to 1977. This study is favorable
to P/Kopff as mission target because it indicated that the
nucleus of P/Kopff contains many active areas and therefore
is "young" enough to show the major phenomena of active
comets. Measurement of its polar-axis precession and its
shape should be most illuminating scientifically. Whipple
believes that a definitive study of the observational litera-
ture, possibly coupled with new observations at the comet's
intermediate return, should provide a clearcut period and
the spin axis variation well before the anticipated rendezvous.
COMPLEX
Whipple is a member of the Committee on Planetary and
Lunar Exploration (COMPLEX) for the U.S. National Academy's
Space Science Board. He served on the Committee at meetings
in Sante Fe, New Mexico in July and at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in December, 1983.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Whipple acts as a consultant to the Imaging team of the
European Space Agency Giotto mission to Halley's comet and as
a member of the steering group of the International Halley Watch
sponsored by N.A.S.A.
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The observations of comet P/Holmes 1892III, exhibiting two 8-10 magni-
tude bursts, have been carefully analyzed. The phenomena are consistent with
the grazing encounter of a small satellite with the nucleus on November 4. 6,
1892 and the final encounter on January 16.3, 1893. The grazing encounter
produced, besides the first great burst, an active area on the nucleus, which
was rotating retrograde with a period of 16. 3 hr and inclination nearly 180°.
After the final encounter, the spin period was essentially unchanged, but two
areas became active, separated some 164° in longitude on the nucleus. After
the first burst the total magnitude fell less than two magnitudes from November
7 to November 30 (barely naked eye) while the nuclear region remained diffuse
or complex, rarely if ever showing a stellar appearance. The fading was
much more rapid after the second burst (barely naked eye at maximum) while
the nucleus frequently appeared stellar after the first day. It seems reasonable
to conclude that the grazing encounter distributed a volume of large chunks in
the neighborhood of the nucleus, maintaining activity for weeks. The final
encounter activated a new area on the nucleus, the shock and fall back disturbing
the area already exposed by the grazing encounter. Several details of this
scenario are fitted rather well.
Comet P/Holmes, 1892HI -
A Case of Duplicity?
FRED L. WHIPPLE
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
INTRODUCTION
This first appearance of this short period comet (P = 7.1 y, q = 2. 1 AU)
war extraordinary, perhaps unique. Certainly a huge burst that occurred near
Novembers, 1892, made the discovery possibly on November 8. Holmes (1893)
reports that the comet had not been visible in the same region less than two
weeks before his discovery. Barnard's (1913) description on November 9.2
at Lick Observatory is revealing: "Its appearance was absolutely different from
any comet I have ever seen — a perfectly circular and clean cut disk of dense
light, almost planetary in outline with a faint, hazy nucleus and a slight con-
densation some 5 seconds south following the nucleus (brightness = Andromeda
Nebula, diameter 260" at 8hOm P.S.T. and 286" at 9h40m). " He observed the
comet to brighten perceptibly by the next night at which time he saw an outer
faint diffused envelope some 12" (800,000 Ion) in diameter.
Barnard's description carries great weight because he was a superb and
experienced observer, having already discovered 15 comets and observed many
more. His comments were generally confirmed by many other observers over
the world. Interest in the comet flared as the comet burst again to nearly
naked eye brilliance on January 16, 1893, after having faded some 5-G magni-
tudes by late December and early January. On subsequent returns P/Holmes
has remained extremely faint and inactive. Its maximum absolute brightness
by the A~2 r"4 law was HIQ = OmO in 1892; 9m5 in 1899; and 9m8 in 1906
(Vsekhvyatskii, 1964). It was lost for 7 apparitions, again to be observed as
1964X, 1972 I and 1979 IV. Kresak (1973) lists HIQ = 13™5 for the 1972
apparition. Thus the comet seems to have flared by some 9-10 magnitudes or
5,000—10,000 times in brightness in 1892 unless the outburst itself reduced its
basic activity level. Even had it been somewhat brighter intrinsically the
chances for its prior discovery were still small in earlier passages at q ~2.2
AU.
The second outburst on January 16, 1892, involved a bright stellar image
that expanded and faded rapidly, typical of lesser bursts in other comets.
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The light curve of P/Holmes in 1892—3 has been derived in Fig. 1 and 2
with data from many observers without corrections except for reduction to
HIQ = Magnitude (Obs.) - 5 log (Ar2) . (L)
The two bursts have been synchronized at November 5 and January 16 to
make an easy comparison between them. The total magnitude estimates are
plotted in Fig. 1 and those of the nucleus in Fig. 2.
The photometric observations made by Wendell (1899) with a 60 arcsec
aperture are included only for January 19 and 21, 1893. On other dates his
observations fall in the never-never land between total and nuclear magnitudes.
Barnard's very careful observations during the first burst are identified in
Fig. 1 as probabty representing the most reliable measures. The deduced
values by Vsekhsvyatskii (1964) and his quoted values from Holetschek (deleting
a February value) are also identified.
In Fig. 1 it is clear that the first outburst peaked more than a magnitude
brighter than the second. The first burst was also much more prolonged. On
November 30.2, Updegraff at Columbia, Mo. (1892) saw the comet as barely
naked eye, equivalent to H
 n = +1, indicating a brightness loss of not much
more than 1 magnitude in 3 weeks. A comparable loss occurred in less than a
week for the second burst. The comet must have faded extremely rapidty in
early December, caused largely by the final fading of. the huge outer shell,
which had grown to a diameter of ~3, 300, 000 km, observed by Renz at Pulkova
(1893) on November 23.7. During the second burst the largest coma diameter
was ~ 1,250, 000 km observed by Wilson (1893) at the Goodsell Observatory on
February 17.0.
The major difference in the nuclei between the two bursts is evident in
Fig. 2. The nucleus was rarely compact or even seen in the first event while
a stellar nucleus was frequently seen during the second. The significance is
self evident, viz. the light of the first burst came primarily from material dis-
persed to great distances from the nucleus whereas the light and the activity
in the second burst centeied close to the physical nucleus, the latter corres-
ponding more to an average cometary burst.
Spectra in the blue and visible by several observers at both bursts showed
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only a continuum, with possibly a trace of the green band near 5170 A seen by
Campbell (1893), Keeler (1893), and at South Kensington (1893). Kammermann
(1893), Konkoly (1893) and Vogel (1893) saw only continuum. It seems likely
that in both cases the comet detritus was highly dusty and that the particles
from the first burst were larger than those from the second. This theory is
supported by numerous observations that in the second burst the nucleus and
inner coma were yellowish or reddish and the outer coma tail bluish. Color
was rarely noted during the first. The coma turned white near January 20.0
according to Lovett (1893), confirmed by Weiss (1893) on January 20.8. Tail
development was minimal during both bursts but more noticeable in the second.
THE NOVEMBER 1893 BURST, PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
Orlov (1940), from Barnard's measures of coma diameters, sets the first
burst of P/Holmes at 1892, November 5.5 UT, this date being here corrected
by +8h because he used Greenwich rather than Pacific time for Barnard's
observations. He plots two explosions concurrently, one at an expansion
velocity of 0.95 km s and the other at 0.42 km s~ . The latter corresponds
to v = 0.65 r~ ' km s following the Delsemme (1982) formulation of fine
dust expansion carried by water vapor as
v= 0.580 r~°'5 km s'1 . (2)
Although the comet's solar distance of 2.39 AU at the time is near the
limit of H-O activity by solar radiation, the nature of the burst on a presumably
old comet suggests strongly that HO could be the prime mover. On this
assumption then, Table I is compiled from coma diameter measures made
before November 2, and those of the inner coma made later. The. observers
in Tables I, II and IV are .identified in a footnote to Table I along \vith their
locations.
A stellar nucleus first appeared some two weeks after the outburst,
observed by Wagner (1893). The search for a spin period of the nucleus follows
the author's (1982) procedure except that Eq. (2) is used for the expansion
—0 fi 1
velocity instead of 0. 535 r ' km s~ . Each observed date (Col. 2 in Table I)
is corrected by At (Col. 5) calculated by dividing the measured coma diameter
(Col. 3) by double the expansion velocity of Eq. (2) in arcsec per day (Col. 4)
to derive the Zero Date (ZD, Col. 7). The assumption is made that the ZD
represents the time at which an active area on the rotation nucleus is oriented
so as to initiate a minor burst. The time spacings of the ZD's are searched to
determine the spin period of the nucleus.
For the interval from November 19 to December 15, an excellent solution
for the period, P, is 16 26 . 0. The standard deviation, cr in time for a
single observation (Col. 8) is ±0 .076 or ~4 arcsec, and P/cr = 9.0. Extra-
polation of the spin to near the time of the major burst gives ZD = November
4.87. The three measures (12-inch refractor) by Barnard and the one by Hahn
(1893) give a mean result consistent with others of ZD = November 4.63, about
a quarter of a day earlier than that derived from the spin period.
Completely at variance with this determination of the major burst on
November 4.63 are Holmes' discovery coma diameter of 5', and that by
Barnard of 12' on November 10 (36-inch refractor). If the burst actually
occurred on November 4. 63, the radial expansion velocities determined by
these coma diameters become 0.74 and 0.77 Ion s , respectively, consistent
with Orlov's conclusion but much larger than is typical for comets at r = 2.3
AU from the Sun. There is no reason to expect a large error in Holmes' first
observation nor Barnard's "very diffused faint envelope 12' ± in diameter
surrounding the comet." Remnants of this faint outer envelope probably
remained to be observed by Renz (1893) on November 23.7, as a nearly circular
faint disk of 30' diameter. Near this date other observers were measuring the
diameter in the range 14' to 20', consistent with the major expansion velocity
of Eq. (2). Even on January 14, Lovett (1893) observed an outer diameter of
C
~25', or 2. 5 X 10 km, testifying to the persistence of the debris ejected 70
days previously.
The outer envelope, however, remains a mystery. The consistency of the
expansion velocities from Holmes' and Barnard's observations tends to preclude
acceptance of an earlier burst, for which there is no independent evidence.
The expansion velocity is too high for typical dust carried by C, N, O radicals
and too low for H or H~' Actually the velocity is near that of the terminal
velocity of H2O atoms at 200 K (Delsemme, 1982), 0.860 km s~ . Could some
of the finer dust have been carried to a velocity so near that of the molecules?
THE JANUARY 1893 BURST, PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
On January 15.08 Hough (1893), at the Dearborn Observatory, saw the
comet as a "weak nebula." On January 16.7 Palisa (1893) at Wien was surprised
to find it had brightened to a "yellow fixed star" of diameter 20", confirmed
by many observers, next by Kobold (1893) at Strassburg on January. 16.87 as
of 8.4 magnitude and diameter 41". On January 17.24 Barnard (1913) at Lick
Observatory actually watched a starlike nucleus develop while the comet
brightened. Table n contains all the diameter measurements through January
1893. Wilson (1893) last saw the comet on April 4.1, but the diameter meas-
ures after January were too large (~3'-5') and too uncertain for spin deter-
minations. Table n retains the format of Table I, except that two active areas,
HA and HB, could be identified (Col. 7 with residuals in Col. 8).
Solutions for the periods and phases of the two active areas, IIA and B,
are shown in Table III along with those for the November burst, I. The justifi-
cation for the admission of two active areas can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows
the phase distribution of the January observations with respect to IIA. A second
peak centered at phase 0.45 (on January 22) follows IIA by 165° on the nucleus,
clearly present in the figure. Table III also lists solutions for the early series
combined with the HA series (I + HA) and the IIB series, (I + IIB).
A major question concerns the time of the actual outburst. Eight diameter
measures clearly fix an active area burst on January 16.31 within 0.03 of the
IIA solution. Six early observations given in Table IV, however, are discordant
on the basis of the expansion velocity of Eq. (2) used for the determination of
ZD's. Orlov (1940) concluded that the burst occurred on January 17.40 UT with
two expansion velocities of 2.06 and 0.38 km s~ .
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The six deviant measures in Table IV tend to support, in principle, Orlov's
conclusion. Of special interest are Barnard's diameter measures. Two, made
with the 12-inch refractor, on January 17.177 and 17.243, of 29'.'4 and 32'.'4
with zp, respectively, of January 16.35 and 16.33, are listed in the main part
of Table II, consistent with the initial IIA burst of January 16.31. His three
measures with the 36-inch refractor made less than an hour later on January
17.271, 17.280 and 17.301 are 44'.'0, 47'.'2 and 46'.'7, respectively. If the
Eq. (2) velocity is correct, these 36-inch observations indicate a burst 0.3 .
earlier than the 12-inch observations or else they represent an outer nebulosity
similar in character to the one observed in November. If so, and if the major
burst occurred on January 16.31, the six deviant observations in Table IV lead,
respectively, to expansion velocities of 0. 73, 0.83, 0.46, 0.46, 0.47 and 0.53
km s~ . Note that they show a tendency to decrease with time, the mean being
0. 58 km s . At r = 2. 64 AU, Eq. (2) gives an expansion velocity of only 0.36
km s~ . The evidence thus supports, in principle at least, Orlov's conclusion
of an anomalous high-velocity expansion accompanying both bursts. The weaker
anomalous burst in January, then dissipated more rapidly, in less than 1 week
instead of 3 weeks for the November burst.
Active area I seemed to have persisted through the January burst. Note
in Table III that the continuance of active area I as in HE gives a better solution
than if it were IIA. Since IIA is by far the stronger candidate for the primary
January burst because it agrees within 0. 03, we seem to be justified in drawing
the conclusion that active area I was reactivated by the violence of the IIA burst,




None of the evidence of Table III suggests a measurable change in spin
period induced by the January burst. All the derived periods lie remarkably
well within the reasonably expected error range of their determinations.
INTEKLUDE
A photograph of the Andromeda Nebula area by Schooling (1892) on 1892
October 18. 865 showed a nebulous object that he first thought was a predis-
covery image of P/Holmes. Kreutz (1893), however, showed that the position
deviated from the ephemeris by Aa = -2m32fs and A5 =* +19'49". The position
angle from the ephemeris position was 124°, close to position angles of the
tail of P/Holmes observed later. It seemed possible to me that the image was
indeed some relic of a still earlier burst of the comet.
Barnard (1913) photographed P/Holmes on November 11.16 and noted an
irregular nebulous mass some 48' southeast from the center of the comet and
39' in diameter. The detached image appeared to be connected with P/Holmes.
Again the position angle was displaced more or less in the antisolar direction
from the comet. A.R. Klemola, at my request, very kindly found the original
plate, sent me prints and measured the positions of two features. His accom-
panying letter concerning the reality of the image warned "with strong reser-
vations on my part."
Considerable effort was expanded in attempting to link these questionable
observations with P/Holmes. A computing program was coded to reduce the
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observations to the plane of the comet orbit so that the two positions would
determine an orbit. A number of trials were made with various nongravitational
(NG) forces radially from.the Sun and various starting points and times of
P/Holmes itself. I could find no date of separation coupled with any value of
NG force that would fit either observation if it lay in the orbit plane.
Conclusion: neither observation represents an earlier breakup or burst of
P/Holmes. This conclusion is supported by the fact that no comet was reported
during the previous months in the relevant part of the sky in the general direc-
tion of the Andromeda nebula, favorably placed for observation.
WAS P/HOLMES ORIGINALLY DOUBLE?
Corrigan of St. Paul, Minnesota (1893) early explained the first burst
as a collision of asteroids. The second burst extinguished his idea because of
the minute probability that two such collisions for the same body could be
spaced by only 73 days. I have shown (Whipple, 1983) that a comet with a small
satellite might produce exactly this type of double burst. Differential NG
forces between the primary and secondary nuclei could increase their mutual
orbital eccentricity with no secular change to be expected theoretically in their
orbital semimajor axis. The first encounter would be grazing as the pericomet
distance slowly decreased. If the satellite nucleus survived the grazing
encounter it might well be expected to exhibit a markedly increased NG
force that would produce a nearly central collision at the next pericomet
passage. A third encounter and burst would be highly unlikely.
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Let us now study the geometrical curcumstances of the P/Holmes1 bursts
to see whether they are consistent with the encounter scenario. In the previous
section we have seen that the evidence for an earlier burst appears not to be
valid. Thus further study is justified.
The direction of the spin axis of the primary nucleus and the direction of
the relative orbital motion are essential factors in the problem. The circum-
stances are favorable for an encounter when the orbital plane of the system lies
fairly close to the heliocentric orbit and the major axis lies roughly perpen-
dicular to the solar direction. Fig. 4a depicts the situation for a prograde
system motion in which the NG acceleration for the satellite exceeds that for
the major nucleus. The mirror image about the solar direction applies for a
retrograde system. Under the circumstances of Fig. 4a, the differential NG
perturbations confine the semimajor axis to an orientation generally per-
pendicular to the Sun while the eccentricity increases and the pericomet
distance decreases.
The rotation axis of the primary nucleus is not well determined from the
asymmetries in the coma, but all such asymmetries observed tend to be in
position angles within a few degrees of the antisolar direction. The geometr\',
with the comet generally in opposition to the Sun and the Earth lying south of
the orbit lead to the conclusion that the rotation is retrograde, with the spin
pole not greatly distant from the orbital polar direction. A typical spin period
of 16 hours suggests that the lag angle is appreciable, perhaps the order of
20° -40° at a solar distance exceeding 2 AU. Thus the lack of strong asym-
metries in the coma with respect to the antisolar direction is not surprising.
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We have seen that the first burst of P/Holmes probably occurred near
November 4.63, in a possible range from November 4.38 to 4. 76. Active area
I extrapolates back to November 4.87. We should expect the active area to
represent the region on the nucleus disturbed by the assumed encounter. The
encounter appears then to have occurred ~0.24 or ~126° in longitude before
the active area reached ~36° longitude on the nucleus after the Meridian
passage. This assumes that the encounter took place near daybreak at grazing
incidence. The uncertainty in the actual time of the first burst leaves ample
room for an uncertainty of several degrees in longitude for the location of the
consequent active area.
Reference to Fig. 4a shows that the satellite should have been in a prograde
orbit about the primary nucleus to fit this geometry.
With this requirement in mind let us look to the circumstances of the
second burst. Active area HB appears to be only slightly displaced from active
area I, as indicated by the superiority of the I an%l HB solution over that of I
and IIA in Table III. If the second burst (IIA) occurred on January 16.31 and
active area HB brightened on January 16. 565, the interval between them was
0.25 or 134° in longitude. Because the phase of active area IIA and the second
burst appear nearly to coincide, the encounter could have taken place in the
afternoon on the nucleus not far from subsequent minor bursts on successive
rotations with a reasonable lag angle. The violence of the encounter could well
have shaken up the area of the first encounter, probably a conspicuous crater
by that time. Also we may justly assume that most of the cometary surface was
inactive, covered with a thick meteoroidal mantle. The larger pieces ejected
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by the second impact could have disturbed the thin mantle over the original
impact, active area I, and this reactivated it as active area KB. This scenario
is consistent within the accuracy of the various determinations involved as
sketched in Fig. 4a, b.
If the period of the system was 73 as measured by the separation of the
1/3two bursts, the semimajor axis, a, of the orbit was 65.4 p B where p
"~ . C
is the density of the major nucleus and R its spherical radius, the secondary
_3
nucleus being assumed relatively small. For p = 1.3 g cm a_ becomes 71. 7 R
C
The degree of stability of such an orbit against differential solar perturbations
requires further inquiry.
Any precedents for the assumption of double comets remain vague. Van
Flandern's (1981) suggestion that they are the source of split comets cannot be
supported for several cases in which the splitting is accompanied by outbursts
(see Sekanina, 1982). Separation by solar perturbations would be completely
nonviolent. Whipple (1977) concluded that the statistical evidence for comet
(orbital) groups was unfounded but that there seemed to be an excess of comet
pairs beyond expectation. Kresak (1982) found no statistical evidence for either
groups or pairs. On the other hand, multiplicity is frequent for both stellar
and planetary bodies. The reality of double or multiple comets must rest purely




The evidence that the two great outbursts of P/Holmes in 1892 were the
result of a satellite nucleus first striking the primary nucleus in grazing inci-
dence and finally colliding with it 73 days later is summarized as follows:
1) The magnitudes of the two outbursts are unrivaled except for
P/Schwassman-Wachmann 1 with repetitive outbursts and by P/Tuttle-Giacobini-
Kresak in 1973. Hence the phenomena are extremely rare.
2) The faintness and fading of the comet on subsequent returns and the lack
of other observed bursts suggest a "dying" comet for which the 1892 outbursts
were unique.
3) The first burst on November- 5, 1892, was unique insofar as general
appearance and persistance are concerned while the second on January 16, 1893,
was extremely unusual. The loosening of a relatively large amount of ice and
dust in a grazing impact and a lesser release at the final impact of a much
reduced satellite is consistent with the double-comet hypothesis.
4) The scenario of grazing incidence followed by a final impact is
theoretically plausible, although the period between is somewhat long for a
double-comet orbit to have been stable for many previous perihelion passages
of an "old" comet. Further study is planned to determine the degree of
stability of such an orbit against solar tidal separation.
5) The active areas are remarkably well defined. Values of P/cr. ~9 as
listed in Table III are near the top limit of similar determinations for other
comets with well defined spin periods (Whipple, 1983). This indicates that
activity on the nucleus was almost entirely confined to two discrete regions,
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a single one after the first burst, reactivated by the second burst and a second
active area contributed by the second burst. For a basically inactive comet
two impacts by a satellite could be expected to produce just such a result.
6) The phase relationships among the postulated impacts and active areas
are surprisingly consistent with the double impact scenario, requiring only
that the sense of rotation of the primary and that of the pair's orbital motion
be opposed.
7) The apparent and probable occurrence in both outbursts of an expanding
outer shell or disk at velocities more rapid than the normal expansion rate
seems to be unique. It suggests one or both of two possible physical processes
that might be the result of impact, a) release of intrinsic explosive activity of
exotic ices by a compressive temperature rise or b) the crushing effect that
releases a considerable quantity of unusually fine dust to be carried away near
the velocity of H0O gas.&t
The above arguments supporting the double impact hypothesis are clearly
circumstantial. Nevertheless P/Holmes presents such an unusual case that
the circumstances should be kept in mind by observers of cometary phenomena,
by theorists, and by laboratory experimenters involved with simulations of
cometary or interstellar ice formation. The occurrence of double comets, if




The writer is indebted to A. R. Klemola for his expert assistance with
regard to Barnard's photographs.
This study has been supported by the Planetary Geology Program of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NSG-7082.
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The identities of the observers and their locations are listed below for
Tables 1, 2 and 4.
br.Used for determining date of the burst.
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Fig. 1. Total magnitude (H1Q) of P/Holmes.
Fig. 2. Magnitudes (H.J of nucleus, P/Holmes.
Fig. 3. Phase vs. active area HA.
Fig. 4. Suggested configuration of comet nucleus and satellites: a) at first
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